Guidelines for Book Review Authors

AUDIENCE: Please write your review at a level suitable for a postgraduate in psychology - but, if possible, avoid assuming any detailed specialist knowledge in your particular area of expertise.

STYLE: Please aim for a lively style. Readers will respond to your personal style as a reviewer as much as they will to the material that you are reviewing. Thus, wherever possible, avoid detailed descriptions of the content of the book. Instead, try to convey something of the approach and arguments that the author(s) present and offer your evaluation of the work as a whole.

LENGTH: Please keep your review down to the length requested.

WORD COUNT: Please include a word count at the end of your review.

REFERENCES: Please use references sparingly, if at all. They should be omitted, unless absolutely essential to the point that you wish to make.

PRESENTATION: Please prepare your manuscript with double spacing and supply two copies on A4 size paper (if supplying hard copy). Reviews supplied as digital files are preferred.

DETAILS OF REVIEWED PUBLICATION: Please present as follows:-

Publication title

Publication author(s) or editor(s)

Publisher, year of publication, paper/hardback price

EDITING: I reserve the right to edit from your submitted review if necessary. This will be necessary if your manuscript is over the requested length. If time permits, I will consult with you if substantial changes are needed.

SEXIST & DEVALUING LANGUAGE: Please write in such a way as to avoid sexist language (e.g., by using plural forms) and devaluing language (e.g., avoid using collective expressions such as ... “autistics, schizophrenics” ... and so on.

Please include your name, title and workplace at the end of review.
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